YOUTH PROGRAMS –
VIRTUAL PROGRAM OVERVIEW & ETIQUETTE

Overview of Online Programs
Online program activities (lectures, discussions, group projects, group meetings, and presentations) are all acceptable for minors to participate with the following guidelines in place:

- Individuals (both adults and minors) should be reminded not to photograph, videotape, audiotape or otherwise record themselves or other participants or the course content without the knowledge and permission of the individuals being recorded (except as allowed as an accommodation for a disability).

- All programs should utilize UM approved computer applications and web-based services, such as a Zoom, GoToMeeting, Canvas, Microsoft Teams or use software provided by and managed by a partner K-12 school or institution.

- All virtual sessions should be hosted through UM accounts, or by partner K-12 schools or institutions.

- All virtual sessions must include 3 individuals. No minor should ever be one-on-one with another minor or program staff. Additional authorized adults are required if the participant number is too large to manage the chat window/responding to questions or if the program choose to use breakout rooms (minimum of two (2) authorized adults in each room). All of the following are permitted:
  - A program staff with 2 minors.
  - 2 program staff and a minor.
  - A program staff, minor, and another individual over the age of 18 present in the minor’s residence.

- For introduction posts, program staff should refrain from asking minor students to share personal information that might disclose a minor’s home address or current location.

- Program staff should implement UM Youth Program Zoom Recommended Settings to ensure online safety for all participants as well as the following:
  - Private chat function should be disabled, no private chats between program staff and participant or between participants.
  - Do not post pictures of any virtual session on social media or elsewhere online.
  - Virtual sessions with minors may not be recorded unless all parents/legal guardian have signed a photo and video recording release. Recordings may not be saved to any private device and should be made to the cloud.
  - Program staff should react quickly to respond to inappropriate behavior.
  - Minors should not be invited to private homes or off-campus locations to meet.
  - Virtual programming should be conducted in public spaces in the home such as living rooms. Program staff should consider what may be in the background (i.e. photos,
artwork, posters) and if it is appropriate for a minor to view; an easy solution is to blur your background or use one of the university background images made available by

- Strategic Communications. If program staff is on Zoom from a personal space in their house they should blur or use a Zoom background.
- Program staff should be appropriately dressed as they would if meeting with a minor in person.
- Program administrators should determine a set of expectations for both program staff and minors to adhere to. These should be shared in advance and reviewed with both groups.
Etiquette Guide

Online Etiquette Guide

You are invited to be part of the University’s online community. The same courtesy and behavior provided in a face-to-face environment is expected in our online community. We want to provide an amazing experience for each of our students. As online learning may be new for some of you, here are some tips and guidelines.

For parents: Please review these with your student. You can help by providing an area designated for your child’s learning and participation during activity/program time. This may include talking to other family members and siblings about “activity/program time” interruptions and distractions and supporting your student by checking in (when they are not live) about how class is going. We encourage you to reach out with any concerns.

Live Synchronous Learning Guidelines

- Prepare a space that is conducive to learning. Use a desk or a table. Set up your laptop or computer on a stable, flat surface where there is enough room to capture notes in a notebook. Consider having a water bottle nearby along with a pen and paper to jot additional ideas. You may also take notes in an online document if you choose.
- Enjoy your activity/program and interactions with other participants, the instructor, and the volunteers.
- Be present. Don’t have side conversations, play video games, text others or the like during online time, group work, or other designated work times when you should be focusing on the content. Mute your audio when you are not speaking. This will help eliminate any background noise in your online classroom. Before joining the conversation, when you are ready to make a comment or ask a question, double check to make sure that you are unmuted.
- If at any time you need to turn your video off, please let your instructor know so that they understand you are still participating but just want to be off screen for a bit.
- Do not eat during your live session. Snacking can be distracting to others. If this is unavoidable, make sure you are on mute and turn off your video. There may be a break times during online sessions for you to step away for a few minutes.
- Turn your video and audio off if you have to step away for a break.
- Wear appropriate clothing that is not revealing or offensive. Consider your normal school dress code and wear something that would be acceptable at your school (i.e., shirts with sleeves or wide shoulder straps, pants or a skirt – even if you will be sitting and may not be seen from your waist down; clothing without distracting slogans).
- Breakout rooms may be used regularly during live sessions. Recognize that when moving to breakout spaces during class the groupings may be random or intentional. Random breakout groups allow you to connect with different peers. Intentional breakouts may be based on interest, choice, etc. When working with peers in breakout rooms follow...
classroom guidelines about what is to be accomplished. Consider having one person be the recorder, the timekeeper, and the individual who shares out when groups return to the main room. Participate in breakout sessions and take turns allowing other voices to be heard. Bring others into the conversation. Don’t dominate or allow others to do all of the talking or work. Ask other people who have not participated to share their opinions. Join in the conversations.

Discussion Board Guidelines

- Avoid funny or sarcastic comments, especially when in offline discussions as users may not be able to see your expression or know that you are kidding.
- Use appropriate language and full words and sentences. Do not use emojis, abbreviations, text or twitter language, ALL CAPS, curse words (full or abbreviated), or slang. Consider your online discussion board and messaging as a professional work setting.
- Don’t post anything you are not comfortable with anyone in the world reading. While you may be talking to your peers in a protected site, you do not know what could accidentally get posted elsewhere for public consumption. Understand that anything in cyberspace is not really private, including emails.
- Check your spelling and grammar before you post.
- Double check what you are writing before posting. Posts are hard to unread or in some instances take back. Ask: Is this relevant? Does this add to the conversation or thinking? Has anyone already said this or answered it? Is this said in a nice tone? Does this convey my thoughts accurately?
- If you are struggling with the course or aspects of it, ask to communicate with the program leaders. Discussion boards are not the place to share private information, information about other classmates, complaints, or suggestions.
- Be on topic and present. Don’t post off topic memes, images, thoughts, or the like. While funny or interesting, this distracts the group and takes away from the course content. If you want to have a place to express non-course related ideas ask your instructor if they can start a “just for fun and in good taste” discussion thread.
- Be nice. Bullying, rude comments, and consistent disruptions is prohibited and cause for dismissal from the online course without refund.
- Make sure you know whether you are intending to reply to an entire group or an individual person. Check who you are responding to before hitting send. If you make a mistake in sending a comment to the group or the wrong person, acknowledge it. Everyone makes mistakes, we are human. If you are not sure whether or not you should send a message, wait. Think about it. Save it in your drafts box. It is better not to respond than to respond and regret it later.

References: Texas A&M Youth Programs, Penn State Virtual Program Delivery Guidelines, Vanderbilt Protection of Minors
General Guidelines

- Be kind and forgiving. This is a new experience for many people. We all make mistakes, misspellings, weird comments, and typos. We are at different levels of experience and understanding. Let go of your mistakes and the mistakes of others. No bullying, rude comments, jesting, unprofessional language, uploading of distasteful content or other inappropriate actions will be tolerated.
- Be courteous and professional. Use words like “please” and “thank you” or “nice thought”. If you disagree or don’t understand use phrases like “help me understand how or why” or “how might you explain….”, or “That is an interesting idea.” “An alternate idea might be…” “I think about it this way,….” Don’t use name calling whether it is about the person or their ideas. Seek to understand. It is okay to disagree respectfully, or state then change your opinion based on further discussion.
- Participate. You are a valuable part of this activity/program and your opinion matters. Don’t be afraid to speak up. Speak up and ask if you don’t know something.
- Be timely. Gather what you need and settle into your activity/program space before logging in or when working offline with other participants on projects or discussions. Remind your family if needed of your live online schedule that day. Be on time for live class or meetings as well as online posts. The later you wait to post the harder it will be for thoughtful discussions to emerge. Showing up late can be distracting. If you do have to be late or you have to leave early on rare occasions, email your program leaders to let them know.
- Respect your privacy and the privacy of others.
  - Don’t post the comments of others, course content, other people’s work, or photographs in public settings such as but not limited to Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, or the like. Don’t talk about others in your activity/program in negative or identifiable ways – especially in public forums.
  - Don’t post personal information about yourself or others in public forums outside of class.
  - Don’t forward private messages to others who were not on an email or text chain except when needed to keep you or others safe and when adding an adult.
  - Don’t record, video or capture images or voices of others.
- Follow the guidelines outlined in your activity/program material.
- Have fun. Enjoy learning. Take advantage of this opportunity to interact with and learn from content experts and others in your class who have similar interests and perhaps different backgrounds than you.

References: Texas A&M Youth Programs, Penn State Virtual Program Delivery Guidelines, Vanderbilt Protection of Minors